
Michaella 
Cyr FASHION CAD, GRAPHIC,

& TEXTILE DESIGNER

EXPERIENCE

GRAPHIC DESIGNER
FULL CIRCLE TRENDS INC.           

05/2022-PRESENT

*     Create graphics and prints for printing on CUT AND SEW WOVEN AND

      KNIT GARMENTS

*   Prepare layouts or mock-ups of a design using illustration, text, 

      photography, color, and computer-generated imagery

*   Prepare Art Work for Production

*   Execute vision on CAD presentations

Associate Graphics and Print Designer
INTERNATIONAL INTIMATES INC.                                          

10/2020- 05/2022

*   SKETCHING and rendering flat body sketches for women’s sleepwear

      and loungewear 

*   Create original production ready  graphic screen prints, 

      embroideries, and print repeats

*   Research trend and color

*   Hang tag and packaging design

FREELANCE DESIGN ASSISTANT
DIANE VON FURSTENBURG
05/2018-06/2018

FREELANCE TECHINCAL DESIGN ASSISTANT
ONE JEANSWEAR GROUP
06/2018-09/2018

TECHNICAL DESIGN INTERN
DIANE VON FURSTENBURG
05/2017-08/2017

Associate Graphics and Print Designer
vanilla star jeans inc.           

11/2019- 06/2020

*   Create on brand graphic design concepts for ecommerce website,

      emails, and advertisements.

*   develop original prints and yarn dye pattern designs

*   Recolor, color separate, and create repeats for original and 

      studio prints

*   Ensure consistency in color standards and color pitch sheets 

      across fabric and prints within each season

*   Review strike offs and the timely execution of all prints

Associate cad artist/designer
LAI APPAREL INC.           

10/2018-10/2019

*   Designed original prints based on trend forecasts and brands 

      art direction for multiple brands  

*   Indexed and color separated artwork

*   Prepared tech packages for factory use

*   Created flat sketches and CADs with print placement

*   Design and print research for concept and trend

SKILLS

*   Adobe Creative Suite 

*   NedGraphics Applications

*   Microsoft Office Tools

*   print & graphic design

*   drawing & painting 

*   Hand rendered and Digital CADS

*   TECHNICAL MEASURING

*   machine & hand sewing

*   fit evaluation & correction

*   Flex PLM

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Fine Arts
with a focus on Fashion Design 

MASSACHUSETTS COLLEGE OF ART AND DESIGN
Boston, Massachusetts 

2014 - 2018   

MICACYR@GMAIL.COM

WWW.MICCYR.COM

NYC BASED


